
SAINT PETERSBURG 2018 

Friday, 5 of January: Jazz Age 
13:30-14:45: The Foxtrot becomes the Jazz Age Quickstep 

 
 

QUICKSTEP: S S QQ 
The quickstep evolved in the 1920s from a combination of the foxtrot, 
Charleston, shag, peabody, and one-step. The dance is English in origin, and was 
standardized in 1927. While it evolved from the foxtrot, the quickstep now is quite 
separate.  (Silvester, Victor 1982. Modern ballroom dancing: history and practice. Paul, 
London.)  It is done to slightly faster music than Foxtrot. 
 
BASIC: Promenade position, long strides forward on S S, face partner for side-together 
on QQ.  ADD an underarm turn for the Follow on the S S. 

ZIG ZAG STEP: Leads, face your nearest wall. Then turn to your left slightly so that you 
are on a diagonal. 

Start with your Left foot and take two Slow steps forward. On the “Quick, Quick” you 
take a side step onto your Left foot first, changing your angle 90° so that you are now 
facing the corner to your right. And close your Right foot to your Left on the second 
Quick.  

Step back on your Left foot for the next set of two walks (Slow, Slow) and side together 
Left, Right – changing the angle back to your original line (Quick, Quick). 

STYLE NOTES 
~ All forward and backwards steps should be “in line” – which means on the same track 
as your partner’s feet. Do not attempt to step around or outside your partner, merely 
place your foot into the space vacated by theirs. 
 
~ Make sure that the gent is always moving generally towards his left side and the lady 
to her right around the room. 
 
~ The quickstep is elegant like the foxtrot and should be smooth and glamorous. The 
dancers should appear to be very light on their feet. 
 
~ The quickstep is danced to 4/4 music of ~200 beats per minute 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collegiate_shag_(dance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peabody_(dance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-Step

